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A discrete stochastic model is introduced for populations which are diffusing,
interacting, and drifting on an integer lattice in a finite-dimensional space. The
model is used to construct a Markov process whose countable state space is a set
of location maps, assigning individuals to their positions. The expected population
sizes and population densities satisfy partial difference approximations to the non-
linear partial differential equations of diffusionreactionconvection. Constructive
convergence estimates give convergence results for the random process and its
ensemble average.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to show a method of constructing a discrete
stochastic model for the dynamics of large populations whose individual
entities are diffusing, interacting, and drifting in a bounded environment.
The main results are the existence of a discrete-time Markov process whose
state space is a set of location maps assigning individual entities to their
positions on an integer lattice of finite dimension d, and some constructive
convergence estimates which imply uniform convergence of ensemble
average population densities and L1 convergence of the random densities
(when population scales increase sufficiently fast) to the solution of a
related system of diffusion-reaction-convection partial differential equations
(drcpde):
uk(x)
t
={2Dk(u(x)) uk(x)+{ } uk(x) v(u(x), x)+Fk(u(x), x)
Further results suggest that by controlling the rate of population increase
we may obtain a continuous theory of stochastic partial differential equa-
tions (based on Brownian motion) which approximates the model via a
central limit process.
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1.1. Informal Description of the Model
The discrete diffusion-reaction-convection (ddrc) model describes a
physical experiment in which a large number of entities (particles) of m
different types are moving in a bounded d-dimensional environment E.
The laws of motion, or rules of interaction, are expressed as probabilities
of birth and death and of moving in the various directions. To quantify the
model we discretize space and time by imposing a spatial rectangular grid
with cells of width h and a time grid consisting of intervals of length s so
that space-time is partitioned by (d+1)-dimensional intervals, open on the
right. The main probabilities of interest are the diffusion coefficient Dk (for
particles of type k), which is the probability that a particle of type k will
move out of its current cell of width h during the time interval of length s;
the reaction function F, whose component Fk represents the expected
increase per unit time of the k th population density; and the convection
velocity v whose component vi is the expected displacement per unit time
along the i th coordinate.
In terms of a precise mathematical model based on the above description
we construct a discrete Markov process which may be informally described
as follows: The set of all potential descendents of an initial population
forms a binary forest whose leaves split into 2 branches at each time step.
The state of the system at time t=ns is a location map *n which assigns
each living entity to its position on the lattice and all nonliving entities to
a single external point e.
The outcome of the probability experiment is a random sequence (*n) of
location maps such that the trajectory *n(a) of an individual entity a is a
random walk starting at time of birth and jumping to the external point e
at death. The probabilities of motion, birth, and death of an individual
entity are independent of the particular positions of its neighbors but
instead are determined by the population densities of surrounding particles
as expressed in the quantities D, F, and v. Physically, many different
microscopic configurations may give rise to the same location map at time
t. Indeed, what we view as the current location of all the entities is not
precise enough for exact prediction and may lead to any number of future
configurations.
1.2. Motivation and Relation to Other Work
This model is closely related to continuous-time models which have
gained attention in recent years among probabilists. The continuous time
models may be roughly classified as jump process models, interacting par-
ticle models, and coupled diffusion models. In the jump process models the
population at a point on a lattice of cells undergoes integer changes in size
at random times as individual particles move from one cell to another,
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reproduce, or die. Such models appear in the books of Haken [11] and
Nicolis and Prigogine [24], and have been studied further by Arnold and
Theodosupulu [1], Kotelenez [18, 19], Chen [4], and others. The inter-
acting particle models are based on a finer lattice, the binary state of whose
nodes represents the presence or absence of a single particle. Changes of
nodal states occur at random times depending on the states of neighboring
points. These models are naturally related to the discrete-time cellular
automata models for computing (cf. [9]). Fundamental results, including
a law of large numbers and a central limit theorem for a reaction-diffusion,
have been obtained by De Masi, Ferrari, and Lebowitz [5], based on the
mathematical tools presented by Liggett [20], who also gives some back-
ground relevant to jump process models. The coupled diffusion models are
characterized by a large number of independent Brownian motion particles
with branching and anihilation at rates dependent upon the local particle
density. A general model of this type is described by Oelschla ger [25] who
also gives references to related precedent work. Sznitman [29] gives further
background and references for this general approach. The following of
particles is an essential ingredient in the derivation of the coarser models
of random walk and particle methods of numerical analysis (cf. Ghoniem
and Sherman [10], Monagham [21], and Sherman and Peskin [26, 27]).
Convergence results for such methods have been proven, (cf. Hald [13];
Chauvin and Rouault [3]), but estimates of accuracy and fluctuation have
not been shown.
The discrete model presented here, based on random walks on a lattice
with births and deaths determined by local population density, may be
interpreted as an approximation to a discretization of a coupled diffusion
model. The random walk model has the advantage of construction from
elementary components, with proofs of results accessible to a wider
audience. It is also more suited to the derivation of precise estimates
needed to answer questions of convergence rates, accuracy, and the exact
effects of random fluctuations in computer simulations. Indeed, one
motivation for this work is to provide a simple foundation for statistical
accuracy studies in the solution of nonlinear partial differential equations
by random-walk and particle methods. The main motivation for this study,
however, comes from the fact that models such as this one are especially
suited for direct simulation or Monte Carlo simulation on vector and
parallel computers (cf. Hebert [14, 15]). Thus, rather than numerically
solving a p.d.e. which is an idealization or approximation of the mean
behavior of a stochastic model, we may directly simulate the model,
possibly solving the p.d.e., if it is indeed a good approximation. The simula-
tions and the mathematical investigation of the underlying model allow us
to study the effects of fluctuations due to microscopic randomness as well
as the smooth average behavior.
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The impetus for computer experimentation, on the other hand, comes
from the studies of pattern formation in systems described by nonlinear
equations of diffusion-reaction and diffusion-convection in biology, bio-
chemistry, chemistry, physics, and engineering. These studies are based on
mathematical models of nonequilibrium systems found in chemical and
enzyme reactions, bacteria growth and movement, morphogenesis, population
genetics, combustion theory, nerve impulse propagation, heat conduction
and vorticity in fluid flow, and in many other areas of research. Mathe-
matical analysis has been successful in only the simplest systems, while
computer simulations have guided much of the progress in understanding.
An overview of these subjects including a stochastic model based on the
jump Markov process mentioned above may be found in the books of
Haken [11, 12], and, with a statistical mechanics approach, in the book
of Nicolis and Prigogine [24]. For further references with an emphasis on
deterministic models see the collection [7] and the survey article by Fife [8].
More recent coverage of the field may be found in the books of Britton [2]
and Murray [22].
1.3. Outline
We begin with a precise description of the model in Section 2 followed
by the construction of a new type of Markov process. Section 3 shows how
a discrete transition operator and a system of partial difference equations
are calculated from certain basic random variables. Estimates of Section 4
relate the ensemble average density of a ddrc process to a finite difference
solution, and in Section 5 we find estimates in terms of the monotonicity
properties of the reaction function, diffusion coefficient functions, and
velocity field, which show that the ensemble average population densities
converge to the solution of the related system of partial differential equa-
tions. Section 6 shows that the random population densities also converge
if population size increases sufficiently rapidly, and suggests that a slower
rate of population increase leads naturally to a system of stochastic partial
differential equations.
2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
2.1. Components
To make the preceding informal description mathematically precise we
may define a ddrc model as a list
D=(E, I, d, m, h, Q, D, H, g, v)
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where E (the environment) is a bounded connected open subset of Rd with
piecewise smooth boundary, and I (the initial population) is a finite set
which is partitioned into subsets [I1 , ..., Im] so that Ik is the initial k th
population class. The quantities h (the lattice spacing), and Q=12u (the
population scale) are positive numbers. To specify the characteristics of D,
H, g, and v requires some definitions. First, the lattice environment Sh is
the intersection of E with the lattice Lh=[hz : z # Zd ] where Z is the set of
integers. In reference to the informal model these lattice points may be
taken to be the centers of cubical cells of width h. Let M=[0, )m. The
set of lattice population density functions Uh may be defined as the set of
all mappings of Sh into M. Then D (the spatial diffusion coefficient) and H
(the population diffusion coefficient) are mappings of Uh_E into (0, 1]m
such that D(u, } ) and H(u, } ) are in C 2 for each u in Uh , g (the growth rate
vector field) is a bounded C1 mapping of M_E into Rm so that for each
x in E, g( } , x) is an m-dimensional vector field defined on M, with the
property that | g(u, x)|2 dHk(u, x)h2. Finally v (the velocity field) is a
bounded C1 mapping of Uh_E into Rd so that for u in Uh , v(u, } ) is a
d-dimensional vector field defined on E with |v(u, x)|2Dk(u, x)h.
In terms of D we may define the other quantities of importance. We
choose a fixed element e of Rd "E to serve as the location of all entities
which are not currently located (living) in the lattice environment Sh . The
extended lattice environment is then defined as
Sh*=Sh _ [e].
The interior of Sh , denoted by S oh , is the set of elements of Sh whose
nearest neighbors are also in Sh . The population scale Q may represent
the average or maximum initial number of entities per lattice point. The
discrete time interval size is
s=
h2
2d
.
The following notation is convenient for labelling lattice points: Let
Jd=[1, 2, ..., d ]. For i # Jd let ei be the unit vector in the i th direction. If
x # Lh then let x0=x, xi=x+hei and xi+d=x&hei for i # Jd . Also define
(i)=i+d for 1id,
=i&d for d+1i2d
=0 for i=0.
Until further notice, let us assume that the ddrc model D is given so that,
for example, the lattice spacing h and the time step s are fixed; and let us
write S=Sh , S o=S oh , S*=Sh*, and U=Uh .
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2.2. The Binary Forest of Potential Descendents
To keep track of the potential descendents of an initial entity it is natural
to take as the sample space a set of markings of a single tree
A=[<] _ I _ .

n=1
I_Bn where B=[0, 1]
whose root branches form a forest of full binary trees. We classify the
elements of A as follows: The set of potential entities at time t=ns is
An=I_Bn, with A0=I. If a # An then the concatenation a(0) represents a
at time t=(n+1) s and a(1) is the potential offspring. We will use the
notation Akn=[a(0)
n : a # Ik] for the set of descendents of the initial k th
population class Ik , and
A kn=[a(0) : a # A
k
n ],
A kn=[a(1) : a # A
k
n ];
so that
Akn+1=A
k
n _ A
k
n ,
and
An= .
m
k=1
Akn .
For each n let 4n be the set of all mappings of An into S*, and denote
the set of all S*-valued markings of A by
4=(S*)A.
For | # 4, the restriction
|(n)=||An
may be viewed as a location map which assigns living entities to positions
in S, and others to the external point e. Note that 4n=[|(n) : | # 4].
Finally, we define
0=[| # 4 : for a # An+1 , ||(n+1)(a)&|(n)(a )|h or |(n+1)(a)=e],
where a is the precedent of a (either a itself or the parent of a). As we shall
see, the set 0 will serve as a sample space consisting of all the markings of
A such that the trajectory |(n+ j)(a(0) j), j=0, 1, 2, ..., of an entity a
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follows a random walk path on the lattice starting at its parent’s position
and ending with a jump to the final resting place e.
The k th population set and population size at lattice position x deter-
mined by the location map * : An  S* are defined as follows: For k # Jm ,
* # 4n , and x # S, define
Ak(*, x)=[a # Akn : *(a)=x] and Uk(*, x)=|Ak(*, x)|
( | } | denotes cardinality). The population density is uk(*, x)=
(1Q) Uk(*, x).
2.3. Local Probabilities and Transition Functions for the DDRC Process
Suppose x # S, u # U, i # Jd , k # Jm , u=(u1 , ..., um), Uk=Quk , and * # 4n .
To define the probability pi= pi (k, u, x) that an entity jumps from x to xi
in time s, let p0=1&Dk(u, x) and for i # Jd ,
pi=Dk(u, x)2d+(s2h) vi (u, x)
pi+d =Dk(u, x)2d&(s2h) vi (u, x).
The probabilities sg+ or sg& that an entity will give birth or die in time
s given the density u are determined by:
sg+k (u, x)=Hk(u, x)2+(s2) gk(u, x)
sg&k (u, x)=Hk(u, x)2&(s2) gk(u, x).
Finally, the probability, given the location map * at time t that an entity
a jumps to position y # S* at time t+s is given by the local transition func-
tion + defined as follows: Suppose x, y # S o _ [e], u=u*=(1Q) Uk(*, } ),
a # Akn+1 , and x=*(a ).
+(*, a, y)=1 if x=e and y=e.
=sg+k pi if a # A n and y=xi .
=1&sg+k if a # A n and y=e.
=(1&sg&k ) pi if a # A n and y=xi .
=sg&k if a # A n and y=e.
=0 in all other cases.
Some consequences of the above definitions are immediate:
Lemma 1. If x # S then
v 0piDk(u, x)d for 1i2d
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v pi+ pi+d=Dk(u, x)d for 1id
v 2di=0 pi=1
v 2di=1 pi=Dk(u, x)
v gk(u, x)= g+k (u, x)& g
&
k (u, x)
v Hk(u, x)=s(g+k (u, x)+ g
&
k (u, x))
Lemma 2. If + is defined as above, then the following properties hold:
v + : n=0 4n_An+1_S*  [0, 1] and
v y # S* +(*, a, y)=1 for each n0, * in 4n and a in An+1.
v +(*, a, y)>0 implies |*(a )& y|h or y=e.
If *(a ) is a boundary point (i.e. if some neighboring lattice point is
exterior to E), then +(*, a, y) depends on boundary conditions. Two com-
monly occurring boundary conditions are reflecting (Neumann) boundary
conditions and absorbing (Dirichlet) boundary conditions. Such conditions
are given in [16]. We simplify the present study by assuming a rectangular
domain with periodic boundary conditions in Section 5 and later, so that
all points of S are interior.
2.4. Existence of the Markov Chain of Location Maps
For each a in An , let ?n, a : 4n  S* be defined by ?n, a(*)=*(a). Let Bn, a
be the finite Boolean algebra of subsets of 4n generated by sets of the form
?&1n, a( y) for y # S*. Note that for each * in 4n ,
[*]= ,
a # An
?&1n, a(*(a)).
Therefore Bn , the smallest Boolean algebra of subsets of 4n containing
all the algebras Bn, a for a # An , is in fact the Boolean algebra of all subsets
of 4n .
For * # 4n , a # An+1 , we define a probability measure on Bn+1, a by
Pn, a(*, ?&1n+1, a(Y ))= :
y # Y
+(*, a, y).
where YS*. A transition probability Pn : 4n_Bn+1  [0, 1] is deter-
mined by the formula:
Pn(*, C)= ‘
k
i=1
Pn, ai (*, Ci )
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where * # 4n , a1 , ..., ak # An+1 , Ci # Bn+1, ai } and C=
k
i=1 Ci . The func-
tion Pn(*, } ) can be extended to a probability measure on Bn+1 which is,
in fact, the (Fubini) product measure on 4n+1=(S*)An+1.
Lemma 3. If *n # 4n and *n+1 # 4n+1 then
Pn(*n , [*n+1])= ‘
a # An+1
Pn, a(*n , ?&1n+1, a(*n+1(a)))
= ‘
a # An+1
+(*n , a, *n+1(a)).
If Bn0 is the Boolean algebra of all subsets of 4
n
0=>
n
i=0 4i , ?
n
0 is
the natural projection of 4 onto 4n0 defined by the formula: ?
n
0(|)=
(|(0), ..., |(n)), and Fn0 is _-algebra generated by (?
n
0)
&1 (Bn0), then [F
n
0]
forms a natural filtration on 4. We denote the _-algebra generated by
 Fn0 as F

0 . The following proposition follows from a theorem proved in
the book by Neveu [23]:
Proposition 1. For each *0 # 40 there is a probability measure
P0 (*0 , } ) on F

0 such that if n>0 and if *k # 4k for 1kn, then
P0 ([| # 4 : |(k)=*k for 0kn])
=P0(*0 , [*1]) } } } Pn&1(*n&1 , [*n])
= ‘
n&1
k=0
‘
a # Ak+1
+(*k , a, *k+1(a)).
2.5. The Sample Space, 0
The probability measure for a Markov process is determined by its
initial condition, which may be expressed as a measure at an initial time.
Henceforth, +0 will denote an initial probability measure on B0 . Then
the formula P(C)=40 P

0 (*, C) +0(d*) defines a probability measure
on F0 .
Lemma 4. P(0)=1.
Proof. Let 0n=(?n0)
&1 (?n0(0)). Note that 0=

n=0 0n ; therefore
0 # F0 . Since 4 is countable it suffices then to show that P
([|])>0
implies | # 0. But if C=(?n0)
&1 (?n0(|)) and P
([|])>0 then P0 (C)>0,
thus
0<P(C)=|
40
+0(d*0) ‘
n&1
k=0
‘
a # Ak+1
+(*k , a, *k+1(a)).
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It follows that for 0kn&1 and a # Ak+1, +(*k , a, *k+1(a))>0, and
this is independent of n, hence | # 0. K
For the given initial measure +0 we define a probability space (0, F, P)
by letting F consist of elements of F0 which are subsets of 0 and P to
be the restriction of P to F.
Theorem 1. The ddrc model D defines a discrete Markov process with
sample space 0.
3. THE RANDOM VARIABLES OF POPULATION DYNAMICS
3.1. Numbers Jumping and Population Sizes
The fundamental random variable is a Bernoulli trial Yi (n, a, x, |)
which determines whether an entity a # An+1 appears at position xi when
its precedent a (itself or its parent) is located a position x. If we define
Yi (n, a, x, |)=1,
=0,
if |(n)(a )=x and |(n+1)(a)=xi
otherwise
then the expected value of Yi (given the current location map) is just the
probability of jumping to xi as determined by the local transition function +,
i.e., E[Yi (n, a, x, |) | |(n)=*]=+(*, a, xi). The number of entities jumping
from x to xi at time t=ns is then
Ni (k, n, x, |)= :
a # Akn+1
Yi (n, a, x, |)
which is the sum of binomial random variables: Ni=N &i +N
+
i , where
N&i (k, n, x, |)= :
a # Akn (*, x), a # A
k
n
Yi (n, a, x, |)
(the number of survivors in the jump from x to xi) and
N+i (k, n, x, |)= :
a # Akn (*, x), a # A
k
n
Yi (n, a, x, |)
(the number of newborns in the jump from x to xi ).
Let
N \i =N
\
i (k, n, x, } ),
g\= g\(u(|(n), x), x),
g= g+& g&,
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gi= g(u(|(n), xi), xi)= g+i & g
&
i ,
pi= pi (k, u(|(n)), x),
p(i)= p(i)(k, u(|(n)), xi),
N \(i)=N
\
(i)(k, n, xi , } ),
U=Uk(|(n), x),
Ui=Uk(|(n), xi).
If n0=Uk(|(n), x)=|Akn(*, x)|, then N
&
i and N
+
i record the number of
successes in n0 Bernoulli trials where the probability of success for N &i is
U(1&sg&) pi and the probability of success for N +i is U(sg
+pi). Thus, we
may immediately write down the conditional means and variances of N &i
and N +i .
Lemma 5.
E[N &i | |(n)]=U(1&sg
&) pi
E[N +i | |(n)]=U(sg
+pi)
_2[N &i | |(n)]=U((1&sg
&) pi&(1&sg&)2 p2i )
_2[N +i | |(n)]=U(sg
+pi&(sg+pi)2)
_2[Ni | |(n)]=_2[N +i | |(n)]+_
2[N &i | |(n)]
=U[(1&sg) pi& p2i (1&2sg
&+s2(g+)2+s2(g&)2)]
_2[N(i) | |(n)]=Ui[(1&sgi) p(i)& p2(i)(1&2sg
&
i +s
2(g+i )
2+s2( g&i )
2)].
Since the population at the point x is
Uk(|(n), x)= :
2d
i=0
N(i)(k, n&1, xi , |),
we have a theorem which forms a basis of all the main results concerning
the ddrc process:
Theorem 2.
E[Uk(|(n+1), x) | |(n)]
= :
2d
i=0
E[N(i)(k, n, xi , |) | |(n)]
= :
2d
i=0
Uk(|(n), xi)(1+sgk(|(n), xi)) p(i)(k, |(n), xi).
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The last expression on the right in Theorem 2 is a finite difference
operator called the population transition operator Ss .
Definition 1. If U : S  M then SsU is defined by the formula
[SsU]k(x)= :
2d
i=0
Uk(xi)(1+sgk(u, xi)) p(i)(k, u, xi).
Theorem 2 therefore says that the conditional expected population size
E[U(*n+1 , x) | *n] is given by the population transition operator
E[U(*n+1 , x) | *n]=Ss U(*n , } )(x).
Next we see that the unconditional expected value of U(*n , x) can be
expressed as the n th iteration of the operator Ss applied to the initial
population U0=U(*0 , x).
Theorem 3.
E[Uk(*n , x)]=[Sns U
0]k (x).
Proof. Let
E jl (|, } )=S
j
s U(*l , } )&S
j+1
s U(*l&1 , } )
and note that
U(*n , } )&Sns U
0(x)= :
n&1
j=0
E jn& j ( } , x).
Since
E[S js U(*l , } )]=E[E[U(*l+ j , } ) | S
j&1
s U(*l , } )]]=E[U(*l+ j , } )]
and
E[S j+1s U(*l&1 , } )]=E[E[U(*l+ j , } ) | S
j
s U(*l&1 , } )]]=E[U(*l+ j , } )],
it follows that
E[E jn& j ( } , x)]=0
for each j. K
The most commonly used conditional expectation for a random variable
X in the ddrc model will be the conditional expectation given the present
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location map |(n). It may be noted, however that the distribution of ran-
dom variables such as Yi (n, a, x, } ) are dependent only on the population
function U(|(n), } ) or the related density u(|(n), } ). Thus, for a random
variable X with this property, we may write
E[X | |(n)=*]=E[X | U(*, } )]=E[X | *]
or
E[X | |(n)]=E[X | U(|(n), } )]=E[X | *n].
For simplicity of notation we may also substitute * for u(*, } ) in expres-
sions such as pi (k, u(*, } ), x). Also we write |(n)=*n(|)=*n .
3.2. The Partial Difference Equations
Another immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is an expected difference
equation which approximates the diffusion-reaction-convection system of
partial differential equations. Some further notation is needed: If , : S  R
we define the coordinate difference operators
{2h, i ,(x)=,(xi)&2,(x0)+,(xi+d )
for 1id, and
{2h, i ,(x)=,(xi)&,(xi+d ).
If , : S  Rm and * # 4, we define a discrete nonlinear diffusion-convec-
tion operator A* by the formula
(A*,)k (x)=
1
h2
:
d
i=1
{2h, iDk(*, x) ,k(x)&
1
2h
:
d
i=1
{2h, i vi (*, x) ,k(x).
The next lemma will find application several times in the coming
sections:
Lemma 6 (Main Finite Difference Lemma). If , : S  Rm and * # 4,
then for each x in So,
:
2d
i=0
,k(xi) p(i) (k, *, xi)=,k(x)+s(A*,)k (x)
and consequently,
:
2d
i=1
,k(xi) p(i) (k, *, xi)=Dk(*, x) ,k(x)+s(A*,)k (x).
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Proof. Let ,i=,k(xi), pi ( y)= pi (k, *, y), vi ( y)=vi (*, y), and Di=
Dk(*, xi). Then
:
2d
i=0
,i p(i)(xi)=,0 p0(x)+ :
d
i=1
,i pi+d (xi)+ :
d
i=1
,i+d pi (xi+d )
=,0(1&D0)+ :
d
i=1 \
Di
2d
&
s
2h
vi (xi)+ ,i
+ :
d
i=1 \
Di+d
2d
+
s
2h
vi (xi+d)+ ,i+d
=,0+
1
2d
:
d
i=1
(Di ,i&2D0 ,0+Di+d ,i+d )
&
s
2h
:
d
i=1
(vi (xi) ,i&vi (xi+d ) ,i+d ).
Since s=(h22d ), (12d )=(sh2), and the result follows. K
For | # 0 and x # S we define the starred population size U* by
Uk*(|(n), x)=Uk(|(n), x)(1+sgk(|(n), x)).
The following theorem follows directly from Theorem 2 and Lemma 6:
Theorem 4. For x in So,
E[Uk(|(n+1), x) | |(n)=*]
=Uk(*, x)+s[A*U*(*, } )]k (x)+sgk(*, x) Uk(*, x)
=Uk(*, x)+s[A*U(*, } )]k (x)+sgk(*, x) Uk(*, x)
+s2A*(gk(*, x) Uk(*, x)).
3.3. The Local Population Process
The population size Uk(*n , x) at each point x can be seen as a discrete
birth-death process with growth and diffusion rates determined by the local
births and deaths as well as by the spatial exchange of population with
neighboring points. Let d0=d0(k, n, x, |) be the number of deaths among
those staying at x, and Ji=Ji (k, n, x, |) the number jumping away from
x to xi in absence of births and deaths. Then define the influx number
sB+=sB+(k, n, x, |)= :
2d
i=1
N &(i)+ :
2d
i=0
N +(i)
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and the outflux number
sB&=sB&(k, n, x, |)=d0+ :
2d
i=1
Ji .
It follows that
Uk(*n+1(|), x)=Uk(*n(|), x)+sB+(k, n, x, |)&sB&(k, n, x, |). (1)
We next define b\=(1Q) B\, ;\=E[b\ | |(n)], b=b+&b&,
;=;+&;&, #=s(;++;&), and b =b&;. Thus sQ;+ is the expected
numerical influx of new entities per unit time at position x for the popula-
tion Uk and sQ;& is the expected outflux. The following properties are
immediate:
Lemma 7.
sQ;+= :
2d
i=1
p(i) Ui (1&sg&i )+ :
2d
i=0
sp(i) g+i Ui
sQ;&=sp0g&0 U0+D0U0
Q;= g0U0+A|(n)U*
Q#=D0U0+ p0H0 U0+sA|(n)U*
Uk(|(n+1), x)=Uk(|(n), x)+sQ;+sQb
SsU(|(n), } )(x)=Uk(|(n), x)+sQ;+s2K1
where K1=K1(U(|(n)), x) is homogeneous in its first variable and uniformly
bounded in the second.
We will make use of the conditional variance _2n[sQb]=
_2[sQb(k, n, x, } ) | |(n)] whose rather complicated formula may be
computed directly. However, only the following property is needed:
Lemma 8.
_2n[sQb]=.(U(|(n)), x)=.^(U, x, D, H, n)+sK(U, x, D, H, v, g)
where . and K are homogeneous in U and uniformly bounded in x with
bounds determined by the maximum of U and ( for K ) the derivatives of v
and g.
Proof. Since B+ and B& are conditionally independent and are sums
of independent [0, 1]-valued random variables, the variance of sQb is
computed as the sum of the variances of its terms. Thus
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_2n[sQb]=U0[sp0g
&
0 &s
2p20(g
&
0 )
2]+ :
2d
i=1
Ui[sp(i) g+i &s
2p2(i)(g
+
I )
2] (2)
+ :
2d
i=1
Ui[(1&sg&i ) p(i) &(1&sg
&
i )
2) p2(i)] (3)
+ :
2d
i=1
U0( pi& p2i ). (4)
The calculation is completed by using the definitions of sg\i and pi in terms
of D, H, v, and g. K
4. ENSEMBLE AVERAGE DENSITIES AND SOLUTIONS
TO THE FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATION
In this section we shall look at the typical setting for a system of diffu-
sion-reaction-convection partial differential equations (drcpde) in which
the density u may or may not represent a population density and in which
the coefficients depend on the local value u(x) rather than on the whole
function. To build a ddrc model corresponding to the equations, we must
scale u so that it is positive and define the growth rate function g in terms
of the reaction vector field so that the population model relates precisely to
the p.d.e model. The ensemble average density u n for the population model
closely follows the solution of a finite difference approximation to the
partial differential equation similar to one for which convergence results
are well known in numerical analysis. We develop the precise constructive
estimates for convergence which are also useful in the study of the random
densities.
4.1. A DRCPDE
To simplify the discussion by eliminating all considerations of boundary
conditions, suppose that E is a bounded open rectangular subset of Rd.
More general regions are considered in [16]. Let M be a bounded open
subset of Rm. Suppose further that F : M _E  Rm, v : M_E  Rd are
continuously differentiable, and D : M  (0, 1]m is twice continuously dif-
ferentiable with periodic boundary conditions on E. We view F as a
(reaction) vector field on M parametrized by E, v as a (velocity) vector
field on E parametrized by M, and D as a diffusion coefficient vector
parametrized by M. A drcpde system is a system of m equations
uk(x)
t
={2Dk(u(x)) uk(x)&{ } uk(x) v(u(x), x)+Fk(u(x), x) (5)
where {2 and { } are the Laplacian and divergence, respectively, with
respect to x # Rd.
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To relate this equation to the ddrc model, we make use of the theory of
reaction diffusion p.d.e.s as developed in the book by Smoller [28]. In
particular, we assume that M is a bounded invariant region for the system.
In the usual examples of reaction diffusion systems in which D is constant
and v is 0 this condition is usually imposed by requiring that M be
invariant for F, which means that any trajectory for the flow of F which
begins in M, remains there for all time.. One sufficient condition is that
F(u) points into the interior of M when u is on the boundary of M. When
D and v are not constant, some conditions involving D and v are needed
to insure invariance. These conditions are best discussed in particular
applications. Numerical analysis results (cf. Hoff [17]) show that the solu-
tion to equation (5) may be approximated by the solution to a related
finite difference equation. We now look at very similar approximations
related to the ddrc model. In order to get some precise convergence
estimates we shall introduce additional concepts of accretion and
divergence bounds in Section 5.1. The role of a finite difference operator
will be taken on by the operator S s defined as follows:
Definition 2. Suppose s=h22d. For u : S  M define S s u : S  M by
the formula
[S su]k (x)= :
2d
i=0
p(i)(k, u(xi), xi)(uk(xi)+sFk(u(xi), xi)),
where the functions pi are defined as previously but with the dependence on
u # U replaced by a dependence on u(x) # M.
It follows directly from Lemma 6 by the same argument as in Theorem 4
that S su=u+sAsu where
Asu=Auu+F(u(x), x)+sAuF(u(x), x)
and
(Au,)k (x)=
1
h2
:
d
i=1
{2h, i Dk(u(x)) ,k(x)&
1
2h
:
d
i=1
{2h, i vi (u(x), x) ,k(x).
In order for the operator S s to be well defined in the convergence proofs
it is necessary that its range consist of densities with values in M. The
condition we shall assume will be called S= invariance for M.
Definition 3. M is S= invariant iff there is an =>0 such that if 0<s<=
and u : S  M then S su : S  M.
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From now on we shall assume that M is S= invariant.
Since the set M of possible densities is bounded, choose mk>0 such that
&mk<uk<mk for each u in M. Suppose that u(x, t) is a solution to the
drcpde for 0tt1 and x # E and let u0(x)=u(x, 0). Define initial
(positive integer) populations
U 0k(x)=int Q(u
0
k(x)+mk)
and choose an initial population set I and a location map *0 such that
U0k(x)=Uk(*0 , x) for each x and k. For a growth rate function g we let
uk=(1Q) Uk&mk and define
gk(u(x), x)=
Q
Uk(x)
[Fk(u(x), x)&mk({2D b u(x)&{ } v(u(x), x))].
The density transition operator for the ddrc process will be called S s ,
defined by the formula
[S su]k (x)=
1
Q
[Ss U]k (x)&mk .
Let u n=(1Q) Sns U
0&mk and u^ n=(S s)n u0. Since u n is the population
density corresponding to the ensemble average population, it is natural to
call it the ensemble average density. The next lemma shows that u^n is also
the ensemble average density.
Lemma 9. u n=u^n.
Proof. The statement is true for n=1 by definition. If u n=u^n then
u^n+1=(S s)n+1 u0
=S s u^n
=S su n
=(1Q) SsU n&mk
=(1Q) Sn+1s U
0&mk=u n+1
where U n=Q(u n+mk)=Q(((1Q) Sns U
0&mk)+mk)=Sns U
0.
If u : S  R then u may be extended to a piecewise affine function on all
of E by first triangulating the lattice and then by convex interpolation of
the values of u on the (d+1)-vertices of the resulting polyhedra. Such a
function may be called a piecewise affine extension of u. The functions of
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interest in a convergence theory for the ddrc model are as follows: (1) u~ n,
the piecewise affine extension of the finite difference approximation S ns u
0,
(2) u n, the extension of the ensemble average density Sns u
0, (3) u^(*n , } ) the
extension of the random density, and (4) un=u(x, t) the solution to the
drcpde.
4.2. Finite Difference and Ensemble Average
If u is a real valued function on an open subset V of Rd with bounded
continuous partial derivatives of order k, then we define
&u&k=sup[ |D:u(x)| : |:|k, x # V ].
where if :=(i1 , ..., ik) is a k-tuple of positive integers then |:|=k and
D:=

xi1
} } }

xik
.
If V is a finite subset of Rd and u : V  Rd, then
&u&=sup[ |u(x)| : x # V ]
and
&u&l1=
1
|V |
:
x # V
|u(x)|.
The following formulae are standard results from numerical analysis. The
proofs are based on a Taylor expansion of finite differences and cancellation
of certain odd-order terms. The reader is referred to Hoff [17] for a detailed
discussion and references.
If V is an open subset of Rd and w : V  R then
1
2h
{2h, iw(x)=
w
xi
(x)+h2K(x),
where |K(x)|&w&3 .
1
h2
{2h, iw(x)=
2w
x2i
+h2K(x),
where |K(x)|&w&4 .
If u : V  Rm then
1
2h
{2h, i uk(x) vi (x, u(x))=
uk(x) vi (x, u(x))
xi
+h2K(x),
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where K(x)8 &uk&3 &vi &3 , and
1
2h
{2h, i Fk(u(x), x) vi (x, u(x))=
Fk(u(x), x) vi (x, u(x))
xi
+h2K(x),
where |K(x)|c &Fk &3 &vi&3 max&uk&33 .
If u : V  Rm then
1
h2
{2h, iFk(u(x), x)=
2Fk(u(x), x)
x2i
+h2K(x),
where K(x)c &Fk&4 max&uk&44 .
The next lemma shows how closely the population density transition
operator approximates the finite difference transition operator:
Lemma 10. S su=S su+s2K(x) where K(x) is bounded by a constant
determined by the bounds of the derivatives of u, D, F, and v.
Proof.
[S su]k (x)=
1
Q
[Ss U]k (x)&mk
=&mk+
1
Q
:
2d
i=0
p(i)(k, u(xi), xi)(Uk(xi)+sgk(u(xi), xi) Uk(xi))
=&mk+
1
Q
:
2d
i=0
p(i)(k, u(xi), xi)[Quk(xi)+Qmk
+sQFk(u(xi), xi)+sQmk{ } v(u(xi), xi)&sQmk{2Dk b u(xi)]
=&mk+[S s u]k (x)
+mk :
2d
i=0
p(i)(k, u(xi), xi)(1+s{ } v(u(xi), xi)&s{2Dk b u(xi))
=&mk+[S s u]k (x)
+mk[1+s[Au]k (1+s{ } v(u(x), x)&s{2Dk b u(x))]
=[S su]k (x)+mk _ sh2 :
d
i=0
{2h, iDk b u(x)&
s
2h
:
d
i=0
{2h, i } v(u(x), x)
+s{ } v(u(x), x)&s{2Dk b u(x)&+s2K1(x)
=[S su]k(x)+s2K(x).
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5. CONVERGENCE OF THE ENSEMBLE AVERAGE DENSITY
5.1. Accretion and Divergence Bounds
If the operator S s is contractive then the convergence theory is nice. In
practice the operator may be slightly expansive and still have good con-
vergence properties. To see the effects of diffusion, reaction, and convection
on the convergence and stability properties we introduce the concepts of
accretion and divergence bounds.
Definition 4. KF is a local accretion bound for F iff for some =1>0,
for some =2>0, and for all x in E,
|u&u^+s(F(u, x)&F(u^, x))|(1+sKF) |u&u^|
whenever 0<s<=1 and |u&u^|<=2 . The number =1 will be called the s-radius
associated with K, and =2 will be called the norm radius.
Definition 5. Kv is a divergence bound for v iff for some =>0, and for
all u in M,
&
1
2h
:
d
i=1
{2h, i vi (u(x), x)Kv
whenever h<= and x # S.
Definition 6. KD is a divergence bound for &grad D iff for some =>0,
and for x # S and u(x) # M,
1
h2
:
d
i=1
{2h, i D(u(x))KD
whenever h<=.
Remark. If F, v, D, and their derivatives are bounded, it is always
possible to find an accretion bound for F and divergence bounds for v and
&grad D. For example,
|uk&u^k+s(Fk(u, x)&Fk(u^, x))|
= } uk&u^k&s :
m
j=1
Fk
uj
(‘k)(uj&u^j) }
(1+sm &F&1) |u&u^ |
where for each k, ‘k is on the line segment joining u and u^.
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The cases where the accretion bound and the divergence bound are
negative are of interest because the flows of the vector fields v, {D b u, and
F are then contractive, and solutions of the drcpde tend to be stable.
The following elementary propositions indicate that a negative accretion
bound may be found when the eigenvalues of the Jacobian of F are
negative:
Lemma 11. If |(I+s(Fu)(u)) w|<(1+sKF) |w| for each s<=1 and
|w|<=2 , then KF+: is a local accretion bound for F for each :>0.
Lemma 12. If all the eigenvalues of Fx have real part less than
&a<0, then there is a K>0 such that &K is an accretion bound for Fx.
Lemma 13. If &div v(x)<Kv for each x in E then Kv+: is a divergence
bound for v for each :>0.
There is one other effect to be taken into account when the diffusion
coefficient and the velocity are density-dependent, namely the divergence of
v and of grad D should be slowly varying. This is insured by controlling the
size of the number Kp defined as follows:
Definition 7. Kp is called a p-variation bound (for & }&) if for some
=>0,
:
2d
i=0
| p(i)(k, u(xi), xi)& p(i)(k, u^(xi), xi)|
sKp |u(x)&u^(x)|
&u&
whenever |u(x)&u^(x)|<=. Here & }& is either & }& or & }&l1 .
5.2. The Contraction Estimate
Assume now that KF is an accretion bound for F and Kv is a divergence
bound for v, KD is a divergence bound for grad D, and Kp is a p-variation
bound.
Lemma 14.
:
2d
i=0
p(i)(k, u(xi), xi)=1+
1
2d
:
d
i=1
{2h, iDk b u(x)+
s
2h
:
d
i=1
{2h, i vi (u(x), x)
hence, for sufficiently small s,
:
2d
i=0
p(i)(k, u(xi), xi)1+s(KD+Kv).
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Proof. This is the main finite difference lemma (Lemma 6) applied to
the constant function ,(x)=1. K
Lemma 15. If V : S  Rd and , : S  R satisfy periodic boundary condi-
tions then
:
x # S
{2hVi (x)=0
and
:
x # S
{2h ,(x)=0.
This lemma is a simply proven discrete version of the divergence
theorem. For more general domains E without periodic boundary condi-
tions, the boundary conditions are designed especially so that appropriate
versions of this lemma hold (see [16]). The main consequence here is:
Lemma 16. For , with periodic boundary conditions,
" :
2d
i=0
p(i)(xi) ,(xi)" l1=&,&l1 .
Lemma 17. There are =1>0, =2>0, and =3>0 such that if 0<s<=1 and
if u and u^ are mappings of S into M with &u&u^&<=2 and &u&u^&l1<=3 ,
then for some K>0,
&S su&S s u^&(1+s(KF+Kv+KD+Kp)+s2K ) &u&u^&
and
&S su&S s u^&l1(1+s(KF+Kp)+s
2K ) &u&u^& l1 .
Proof. Let p(i)= p(i)(k, u(xi), xi), p^(i)= p(i)(k, u^(xi), xi), ui=uk(xi),
Fi=Fk(u(xi), xi), u^i=u^k(xi), F i=Fk(u^(xi), xi). Then,
|[S su]k (x)&[S s u^]k (x)|
= } :
2d
i=0
p(i)(ui+sFi)& p^(i)(u^i+sF i) }
 :
2d
i=0
p(i) |ui&u^i+s(Fi&F i)|+| p(i) & p^(i) | } |u^i+sF i |
(1+sKF) :
2d
i=0
p(i) |u(xi)&u^(xi)|+sKp |u(x)&u^(x)|
&u^+sF (u^)&
&u&
.
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Using Lemma 14 we see that the right side is bounded by
\(1+sKF)(1+s(Kv+KD))+sKp+s2Kp &F (u)&&u& + &u&u^& .
Using Lemma 16 we see that
&S su&S s u^&l1(1+sKF) \1+sKp+s2Kp &F (u^)&l1&u&l1 + &u&u^&l1 . K
Thus, we see that the operator S s is contractive for the l norm if
K0=KD+KF+Kv+Kp is negative, and for the l1 norm if K0=KF+Kp is
negative. For either norm we shall call the constant K0 the accretion
constant.
Now let us assume that u(x, t) is a solution to the drcpde (Eq. 5) defined
on E_[0, t1] with u(x, 0)=u0(x), and that u has bounded continuous
derivatives of order 4 in x and order 2 in t.
Lemma 18. If x in S o, t=ns, and t+st1 , then u(x, t+s)=
S su(x, t)+s2 Kn(x), where Kn(x) is bounded by a constant independent of x
and n but determined by the bounds on the derivatives of u, F, and v.
Proof. Let u=uk(x, t), D=Dk(u(x)), v=v(x, u(x, t)), and F=
Fk(u(x, t), x). Then
uk(x, t+s)=u+s
u
t
+s2K1(x, t)
=u+s({2Du&{ } uv+F )+s2K1(x, t)
=u+sF+s :
d
i=1 \
1
h2
{2h, iDu&
1
2h
{2h, i } uv+
+s2K1(x, t)+sh2K2(x, t)
and
[S su( } , t)]k (x)=u+sF+s :
d
i=1 \
1
h2
{2h, i Du&
1
2h
{2h, i } uv+
+s2 :
d
i=1 \
1
h2
{2h, iDF&
1
2h
{2h, i } Fv+ .
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Therefore,
uk(x, t+s)=[S su( } , t)]k (x)+s2K1(x, t)+sh2K2(x, t)+s2K3(x, t)
where |K1(x, t)|(12) &2ut2&0 , |K2(x, t)|&Du&4+&uv&3 and
|K3(x, t)|&DF&2+&Fv&1 . K
Suppose that =1 , =2 , and K are such that
&S su&S s u^&Ks &u&u^&
when 0<s<=1 , &u&u^&<=2 , and
Ks=1+s(KD+KF+Kv+Kp+sK )=1+s(K0+sK ).
Let un(x)=u(x, t) be the pde solution with initial value u0, and u~ n(x)=
S ns u
0(x) the finite difference approximation.
Lemma 19. There is an =>0 such that if 0<s<= then
|u~ nk(x)&u
n
k(x)|s
2K*
1&K ns
1&Ks
where K* is a constant determined by the bounds of the derivatives of u, D,
F, and v.
Proof. By Lemma 18 the proof is clear by induction on l=1, 2, ...,
noting that
|u~ jk(x)&u
j
k(x)|=|S su~
j&1(x)&S su j&1(x)+s2Kj&1(x)|
Ks &u~ j&1&u j&1&+s2Kj&1. K
5.3. Convergence of the Finite Difference Approximation and the
Ensemble Average Density
The convergence of the finite difference approximation u~ n(x) to the
drcpde solution un(x)=u(x, t) is now apparent. It is based on the fact that
s2K*
1&K ns
1&Ks
=sK*
K ns &1
K0+sK
and the fact that
lim
n  
K ns =e
K0 t.
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Using Lemma 10 and an argument similar to the one in Lemma 18 we
obtain an estimate of the difference between the ensemble average density
and the finite difference approximation.
Lemma 20. There is an =>0 such that if 0<s<= and u n=(S s)n u0 and
u~ n=S ns u
0, then
&u~ n&u n&s2K*
1&K ns
1&Ks
.
Theorem 5. Suppose that u(x, t) is a solution of the drcpde with initial
conditions u(x, 0)=u0(x) such that u has bounded continuous derivatives of
order 4 in x and order 2 in t for 0tt1 . For fixed t and for n # Z+0 and
s=tn we have
u~ n(x)  u(x, t)
and
u n(x)  u(x, t)
uniformly on E as n A .
Remark. This result is similar to and related to the convergence and
stabilities of Hoff [17]. Lemma 20 clarifies the situation somewhat since
negative K0 obviously gives order s convergence independent of t. The
condition of negative accretion bound for F is slightly weaker than Hoff ’s
‘‘monotonicity’’ condition which implies that the eigenvalues of the
Jacobian have negative real part sufficiently bounded away from 0, which,
in turn, implies a negative accretion bound for F.
6. CONVERGENCE RESULTS FOR THE RANDOM DENSITY
6.1. Fluctuation Estimates
The difference between the random density and the ensemble average
will now be given by certain error random variables = jl and also in terms
of the local population density fluctuation b .
Definition 8.
= jl (|, x)=S
j
s u^(*l , } )(x)&S
j+1
s u^(*l&1 , } )(x)
=0l (|, x)=u^(*l , x)&S s u^(*l&1 , } )(x).
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Theorem 6.
&u^(*n , } )&S ns u
0&max
j
&=0n& j&
1&K ns
1&Ks
where & }&=& }& or & }&=& }&l1 .
Proof. First note that
u^(*n , } )&S ns u
0=u^(*n , } )&S s u^(*n&1 , } )
+S s u^(*n&1 , } )&S 2s u^(*n&2, } )
+ } } }
+S n&1s u^(*1 , } )&S
n
s u^(*0 , } )
= :
n&1
j=0
= jn& j .
By Lemma 17 we see that
&= jl (|, } )&=&S sS
j&1
s u^(*l (|), } )&S sS
j
s u^(*l&1(|), } )&
Ks &= j&1l (|, } )&
 } } } K js &=0l (|, } )&.
Thus
&u^k(*n , } )&S ns u
0& :
n&1
j=0
K js &=
0
n& j&
max &=0n& j& :
n&1
j=0
K js . K
Note that for fixed t, if s=tn and n   then we have, as before,
1&K ns
1&Ks
r
eK0 t&1
sK0
which is not getting smaller as n increases. The only hope for convergence
is that =0n& j goes to 0 faster than s=tn. To see what this means in terms
of the ddrc model, we need the following lemmas:
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Lemma 21.
=0l (|, x)=
1
Q
[U(*l , x)&Ss U(*l&1 , } )(x)]+s2K(x)
where K(x) is bounded by a constant determined by bounds on the derivatives
of D, F, and v.
Proof.
[=0l (|, x)]k=u^k(*l , } )(x)&[S s u^(*l&1 , } )]k (x)
=
1
Q
Uk(*l , x)&mk&[S s u^(*l&1 , } )]k (x)
+[S s u^(*l&1 , } )]k (x)&
1
Q
[SsU(*l&1 , } )]k (x)+mk
=
1
Q
[Uk(*l (|), x)&[SsU(*l&1(|), } )]k (x)]+s2K(x). K
Lemma 22. [=0l ]k (|, x)=sb (k, l, x, |)+s
2K(u^k+mk , x) where K is
homogeneous in its first variable and uniformly bounded in the second.
Proof. Using lemmas 21 and 7 we see that Q=0l (|, x)=sQb +
s2K(U, x). K
6.2. Convergence of the Random Densities
Lemma 23.
E[|=0n+1(|, x)|]
K1 - Q
Q
+s2K2 ,
for each x, and
E[&=0n+1(|, } )&l1]
K1 - Q
Q
+s2K2 ,
where K1=2(2d+1) - 2mk and K2 is determined by bounds on the
derivatives of D, F, and v.
Proof.
=0n+1(|, x)=
1
Q
[U(*n+1 , x)&Ss U(*n , } )(x)]+s2K(x).
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The first term on the right is bounded by
1
Q } :
2d
i=0
N(i)& :
2d
i=0
E[N(i) | U(*n , } )] }

1
Q } :
2d
i=0
N &(i) &E[N
&
(i) | U(*n , } )] }
+
1
Q } :
2d
i=0
N +(i) &E[N
+
(i) | U(*n , } )] }+s2K(x).
Using the fact that E[|X&E[X]|]_[X] for a random variable X, we
have
E[|=0n+1(|, x)| | U(*n(|), x)]
1
Q _ :
2d
i=0
- _2[N &i ]+- _2[N +i ] &

1
Q
:
2d
i=0
2 - U(*n , xi)+s2K(x).
Since &mk<uk<mk whenever u=(u1 , ..., um) # M, if Uk=Q(uk+mk)
then 0<Uk<2Qmk . It follows that
E[ |=0n+1(|, x)| | U(*n , (|), x)]
2
Q
(2d+1) - 2Qmk+s2K(x).
Therefore the unconditional expectation E[|=0n+1(|, x)|] has the same
bound. K
We now have a result concerning the convergence of the average expected
difference between the random density and the solution to the drcpde:
Theorem 7. Suppose that u(x, t) is a solution of the drcpde with initial
conditions u(x, 0)=u0(x) such that u has bounded continuous derivatives of
order 4 in x and order 2 in t for 0tt1 . For fixed t and for n # Z+0 let
s=tn. Let u(*n , x) be the random density of the ddrc model with lattice size
h, and let u^(*n , } ) be a piecewise affine extension of u(*n , } ) to E. Then as
n- Q  0, the expected difference
E[&u^(*n , } )&u( } , t)&l1]
converges to 0. If the accretion constant K0 is negative then the convergence
is uniform in t as s=tn goes to 0.
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Proof. For =>0 and t>0, we pick Q and n such that
s
K ns &1
K0
<
=
2
and
\K1 - QQ +s2K+
K ns &1
s(K0+sK )
=
K ns &1
K0+sK \K1
n
t - Q
+sK+<=2.
It follows that
E[&u( } , t)&S ns u
0&l1]<
=
2
and E[&u^(*n , } )&S ns u
0&l1]<
=
2
.
If the accretion constant K0 is negative then K ns reK0t<1 for all t and for
large n; thus = is independent of t. K
It may be noted that Lemma 23 may also be proved by using the
estimate
E[ |=n+1 | | *n]=E[|sb | | *n]+s2K
1
- Q
- .(u^k+mk , x)+O(s2).
The result of Theorem 7 is of interest as a law of large numbers
demonstrating the physical observation that molecular models look
smooth on the macroscopic scale. We now look at the possibility of a type
of central limit theorem in which the random local population densities,
viewed as random walks in population space, approach a continuous
process based on Brownian motion.
Theorem 8.
u^(*n+1 , x)=u0(x)+w(k, n, x, |)
+ :
n
j=0
s( f (*j , x)+[A*nu^*(*j , } )]k (x))+O(s)
where w is a discrete martingale (representing a random walk with variable
step size in Rm) whose expected quadratic variation is
1
sQ
:
n
j=0
,(u^k(*j)+mk , x).
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Proof. By Lemma 7 the random population density may be expressed
as
u^k(*n+1, x)=u^k(*n , x)+b +s[F0+A*n u^*], (6)
and hence
u^k(*n+1 , x)=u0(x)+ :
n
j=0
b (k, j, x, |)
+ :
n
j=0
s( f (*j , x)+[A*nu^*(*j , } )]k (x)). (7)
We then let w(k, n, x, |)=nj=0 sb (k, j, x, |) whose quadratic variation is
nj=0 s
2b (k, j, x, |)2. The expectation is then given by Lemma 8. K
6.3. Concluding Remarks
The results of this paper have been obtained in terms of elementary
concepts of probability theory at the level (for example) of the book of
Neveu [23]. The probabilist will note however that the way is paved
for improvements and generalizations of the known constructions of
continuous stochastic reaction diffusion models. For example, the ddrc
Markov process may be expressed as a discrete measure on the set of all
continuous paths in a space of distributions with a built-in tightness
property and convergence estimates. The ddrc process naturally
approximates the continuous models based on finite collections of inter-
acting diffusions. The population process Uk(|(n), x) is a discretization of
a jump process model or, for very low density, of an interacting particle
system model. Each of these models suggest infinitesimal generators for
related semigroups and may be expressed as stochastic integral equations
in an appropriate space. Finally, the population process also solves a
martingale problem for the nonlinear discrete reaction diffusion operator,
so that solutions to the appropriate continuous martingale problem are
well approximated.
Equation (6) may be called a stochastic partial difference equation.
Equation (7), on the other hand, appears to be an approximation to a
stochastic integral equation of the type which occurs in central limit
theorems for (spatially homogeneous) population dependent population
processes (as discussed, for example in the book by Ethier and Kurtz [6].
The central limit theorem for the ddrc process will lead to a nonlinear
stochastic partial differential equation in addition to the linear Ornstein
Uhlenbeck process obtained by De Masi, Ferrari, and Lebowitz [5] or
Kotelenez [19].
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Indeed, let us end with a conjecture that if sQ remains constant as h  0,
the population density u^(*n , x) converges to a continuous process u(*t , x)
which satisfies a system of stochastic integral equations of the form
uk(*t(|), x)=u0(x)+Wk, t, x(|)
+|
t
0
ds(Fk(u(*s , } ))+{2Dk u&{ } uv)(x) (8)
where
Wk, t, x(|)=W \|
t
0
;+(k, s, x, |) ds+&W \|
t
0
;&(k, s, x, |) ds+ , (9)
and W is a scaled standard Brownian motion. A candidate for an
appropriate continuous process with finite population size is suggested in
[16]. We leave the full study of such results for future works.
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